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A B S T R A C T

Model-based design is a powerful design technique for embedded
system development. The technique enables virtual prototyping to
develop and debug controllers before touching real hardware. There
are many tools available covering the distinct steps of the design cycle
including modeling, simulation, and implementation. Unfortunately,
none of them covers all three steps.
This thesis proposes a formalism coupling the model and the imple-
mentation of a controller for equation-based simulation tools. The
resulting formalism translates defined controller models to platform
specific code using a defined set of syntax. A case study of a line-
following robot has been developed to illustrate the feasibility of the
approach. The prototype has been tested and evaluated using a se-
quence of test scenarios of increasing difficulty. The final experiments
suggest that the behaviors of both modeled and generated controllers
are similar.
The thesis concludes that the approach of model-implementation cou-
pling of controllers in the simplest form is feasible for equation-based
tools. This allows it to conduct the whole model-based design cycle
within a single environment.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Modeling and simulation tools can improve software development
in two ways. While they allow to virtualize the device in order to
have fast and cheap development, they also make it easier to ex-
plore and develop specifications of software before actually imple-
menting it. Model-Based Design (MBD), as described in [6, 16, 17],
is a powerful design technique for embedded systems development.
Furthermore, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) can be used as a de-
velopment methodology focusing on creating and exploiting domain
models [13, 24, 31, 30]. Both design techniques are applicable in areas
like power grids, automotive, avionics, robotics and healthcare. MBD

enable virtual prototyping to develop and debug controllers before
touching real hardware. Key steps of MBD are modeling, simulation
and implementation.

1.1 problem definition

The MBD cycle includes various design phases, where modeling, simu-
lation, and implementation are separate steps. So far, many modeling
and simulation tools can generate controllers by the use of synthesis.
Controller synthesis is a generative technique where a controller is
derived from a collection of plants and requirements. The plant de-
scribes the behavior of a physical system by itself without any control.
Requirements specify behaviors that are not allowed in a controlled
system. Restricting the behavior of the plant makes sure that only
the desired behavior remains. The goal of controller synthesis is to
compute a controller that fulfills the requirements assuming the be-
havior of the plant, without restricting the system any further than
required. Every step of MBD is typically realized with a different tool.
Equation-based modeling and simulation tools can already perform
two of these steps in a single application and allow it to fully char-
acterize a model using mathematical equations. Unfortunately, there
is still a gap between model and implementation. Thus, the thesis of
this work is that "Model-based controller development is feasible for
equation-based modeling tools".
This thesis will analyze, if all distinct steps of MBD including model-
ing, simulation, and implementation can be realized using just one
equation-based tool. The modeling syntax is similar to the actual
implementation on the microcontroller which offers new opportuni-
ties for coupling the model to the implementation. Consequently, this
work will provide an answer to the following research question:

1



2 introduction

"Can a simple, automated translation suffice for connecting the model
to the actual implementation of a controller?".
The focus of this work is finding the minimal language that can be
guaranteed to be translated reliably.

1.2 contribution

Synthesis describes the process of converting specifications and re-
quirements to actual controllers. If the specification is too restrictive,
unsatisfying results can occur. Typical examples are control problems
with no solution which will typically produce compile errors [10]. It
is also hard to debug a process with this complexity. Debugging is
the iterative process of finding and correcting design errors. If syn-
thesis fails, any transformation requires a re-transformation which
may cause additional implementation effort [15].
The approach described in this work is different from regular con-
troller synthesis. In classical control theory a controller is described
by a set of algebraic or differential equations, whereas industrial con-
trollers are typically written in C-code1 and realized on embedded
microcontrollers. Equation-based tools allow the user to model a con-
troller in its natural Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) form. The
model of a controller (e.g. Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) con-
trol) is therefore very similar to the expression in C. This circumstance
enables a translation of predefined controller models to C-code di-
rectly. This approach is lightweight, easy to use, and simple to debug.
It allows the tuning of control parameters, the simulation of feed-
back loops, and the generation of source code within a single tool
and without touching hardware. Limitations can occur regarding the
translating of derivatives. There exists no general way of computing
derivatives at low level, because symbolic computation is not possible.
Unlike MATLAB2, there is no method built into the C-language en-
abling symbolic derivation, it just possible to approximate numerical
derivation. Therefore, this thesis work focuses on the most possible
translation approach. The contribution of this work is extending a
modeling tool with a formalism supporting model-based controller
development. A case study will show that model-implementation
coupling is feasible using equation-based modeling tools. Finally, the
translated controller will be tested and evaluated on an embedded
platform.

1 Kernighan, B. W., & Ritchie, D. M. (1988). The C programming language (Vol. 2).
Englewood Cliffs: prentice-Hall.

2 MATLAB R2017a: https://se.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

https://se.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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1.3 outline

Chapter 2 covers MBD in more detail and explains each step briefly. It
will show how the number of design steps and required tools can be
reduced by imposing minor design restrictions. In a second step, re-
lated tools will be compared regarding their capabilities for modeling,
simulating and implementation. Finally, the principle of PID control
will be discussed.
Chapter 3 introduces a lightweight tool for equation-based modeling
and simulation. The chapter explains the syntax of the modeling lan-
guage and shows the potential of simulation.
Generating source code from existing models directly requires exten-
sions to the modeling language. This is explained in Chapter 4 show-
ing the principle of parser, interpreter, solver and translator in Acu-
men.
In Chapter 5 a case study of a line-following robot will be developed
using MBD. The hardware and the computational aspects of the robot
will be used to develop accurate models and derive a control algo-
rithm.
Chapter 6 illustrates the experiments performed with the developed
controller model. Control algorithms for different scenarios will be
simulated, translated and tested on real hardware. The simulation
results will be compared to the hardware measurements using the
translated controller.
The final Chapter 7 concludes the work with a summary containing
results, limitations and lessons learned. Furthermore, potential future
extensions will be suggested.





2
R E L AT E D W O R K

2.1 model-based design

MDE has been applied to the domain of automation and embedded
systems [13, 24, 31]. It is a software development approach focusing
on models instead of source code. Models can be refined, evolved,
and used to generate executable code. The goal is to raise the level
of abstraction and develop software systems by manipulating models
only [30].
Referring to Jensen and Lee [16, 17], MBD can be decomposed into ten
individual steps. The design process in form of a cycle is visualized
in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Ten steps of MBD, described by [16, 17]

At first the problem needs to be described as a task the controller
must fulfill (e.g. keeping a car at a constant speed). Modeling de-
scribes the physical environment (e.g. the test track of a car) and the
process to be controlled.
The next step is the derivation of a control algorithm solving the
defined problem. It includes the definition of hardware related lim-
itations like sampling rates, quantization and latencies. A model of
computation describes the virtual environment. It considers execu-

5



6 related work

tion time, state reachability and memory usage. State reachability in
this context means whether a given set of target states can be reached
from a fixed set of initial states. Hardware specifications define the
used embedded microcontroller, sensors, and actuators.
Simulation in MBD includes the selection of tools for modeling, simu-
lation, and synthesis. The modeling tool needs to describe the system
and subsystems (e.g. processing of sensor data may be one subsystem
whereas the PID controller may be another one). In the construction
step individual components are tested against theoretical models. An-
other important step is to synthesize and tie generic code to architec-
ture specific code. Sometimes code synthesis is not available. In these
cases, it is possible to hand-write the code following the model of
computation. The final step includes the configuration of test param-
eters and a test environment.

Describing MBD this way separates modeling, simulation and synthe-
sis into distinct steps, realized by separate tools. A more practical
approach is to combine modeling and simulation in one tool and
translate the control algorithm to platform specific code directly. Fig-
ure 2 shows a simplified version of the design cycle, which will be
applied in this thesis work:

Figure 2: The simplified model-based design cycle

The modeling and simulation tool described in this work can describe
both physical and computational aspects. The derivation of the con-
trol algorithm has restrictions. The model must be in the form of a
mathematical equation implemented as a linear ODE.
Using only one tool for modeling and simulation allows it to opti-
mize control parameters virtually and simulate the behavior on the
fly. Controllers of a simple form (e.g. Proportional-Integral (PI) con-
trol) can be translated to C-code directly.
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2.2 existing approaches for hybrid system design

Developing embedded controllers requires a continuous dynamical
model and a discrete state space [11]. A Hybrid System (HS) shows
both discrete and continuous behavior. The continuous part of a HS

model is expressed using differential equations.
There are several approaches available which deal with MDE or MBD.
One common standard for embedded systems design is the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) 2.0. It is a graphically based modeling
language used for systems design and real-time embedded systems.
Controller synthesis requires a compiler that maps the modeled code
to the format of the embedded-platform. A different idea is used by
[27] deriving the implementation directly from the specification using
well-defined UML 2.0 subsets. Utilizing a virtual processor eliminates
the need of translating models to a different platform.
Another approach combines UML and aspect-oriented software de-
velopment to design real-time and embedded automation systems
[30]. The approach is able to create a fair amount of code per model
element. UML seems promising, but has also limitations. When ap-
plied on embedded systems structures become complex and simu-
lations are not supported. Furthermore, UML is designed for class-
based object-oriented programming languages and lacks at represent-
ing functions at low level [14].
Aspect-oriented model-driven engineering is also applied in combi-
nation with object-oriented paradigms to design embedded and real-
time mechatronic systems [31]. They present an approach comprising
requirements engineering up to code generation.
The approach described in [24] focuses on MDE of distributed automa-
tion architectures on embedded systems. They combine two existing
MDE approaches to deal with the design of automation applications
according to the service-oriented architectures paradigm and with au-
tomatic code generation.
A general comparison of state of the art mechatronic design concepts
including UML, object-oriented modeling and MDE is represented in
[13].
There are also approaches combining graphical and textual models
[3, 8, 19]. The most common formalisms (commercially) are block di-
agrams1 and stateflow charts2 using MATLAB toolboxes [21]. Block
diagrams describe a system using graphs. A block transforms a sig-
nal and passes it to other blocks through edges. Graph representation
is convenient, but systems with many connected blocks can result in
models that are difficult to read [11].

1 Simulink: https://se.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html
2 Stateflow: https://se.mathworks.com/products/stateflow.html

https://se.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html
https://se.mathworks.com/products/stateflow.html
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2.3 supporting tools

Many tools (commercially or in academia) are available to support
modeling and simulation as part of the MBD process. Table 1 lists
common, actively developed tools for HS design [9]. The tools are
classified along supporting features which are design formalism, sup-
port of linear ODEs, model-implementation coupling and minimal lan-
guage. As described in Section 2.2, there are different ways to model
a system. Equation-based modeling describes a model entirely using
mathematical equations. Model-implementation coupling describes
the possibility to model and simulate controllers within a single tool
and translate the model to an implementation directly.

Supporting Design Support Model to Minimal

Tool Formalism of Implementation language

ODEs Coupling

Acumen
[2]

Equations x x x

Octave
4.0 [23]

Equations x - -

MATLAB
R2017a [22]

Blocks,
equations

x x unknown

OpenModelica
1.9.2 [25]

Blocks,
equations

x x unknown

Dymola
5.3a [12]

Blocks,
equations

x x unknown

Table 1: Hybrid system analysis tools

MATLAB, and its graphical extension Simulink, focus on providing
a convenient programming language for a broad range of scientific
problems. However, this formalism is not intended to capture math-
ematical (equation-based) models directly [34]. MATLAB provides a
wide range of supporting tool boxes for controller design, e.g. the
Simulink Coder3 for code synthesis of existing Simulink and Stateflow
models, the Control System Toolbox4 for analyzing and designing con-
trol systems and the Embedded Coder5 for rapid prototyping and au-
tomatic code synthesis for embedded systems. However, it is unclear
whether a minimal language suffices to couple models and imple-
mentation.
Octave is a high-level interactive language, primarily intended for nu-
merical computations, that is mostly compatible with MATLAB [23].

3 Simulink Coder: https://se.mathworks.com/products/simulink-coder.html
4 Control System Toolbox: https://se.mathworks.com/products/control.html
5 Embedded Coder: https://se.mathworks.com/products/embedded-coder.html

https://se.mathworks.com/products/simulink-coder.html
https://se.mathworks.com/products/control.html
https://se.mathworks.com/products/embedded-coder.html
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It is completely open source, but does not support the coupling of
models and implementation.
Dymola and OpenModelica support the Modelica modeling language.
The need for manual conversion of equations to a block diagram is re-
moved using automatic formula manipulation [12]. Dymola supports
two modes, one for modeling another one for simulation. The simula-
tion mode allows is to manipulate and plot variables in 2D. Addition-
ally, Dymola supports an animation window offering a 3D view of
the simulated model. Structural properties are modeled graphically,
while equations are edited with a text editor. Modelica supports con-
troller synthesis, but is not supposed to be minimal.
Acumen is a language for modeling and simulation of HS. It is a small
but expressive language with statements that can be composed and
nested to facilitate modeling of large systems [11]. Acumen focuses
on equation-based modeling and supports simulation in 2D and 3D.
The development of Acumen is open source and actively pushed in re-
search [28, 29, 33, 35]. Acumen is intended to cover the complete MBD

cycle including modeling, simulation and integration of controllers
within a single tool.

2.4 pid control

PID or three-term controllers are the most commonly used controllers
in industry [4, 18]. Even complex control systems may include a main
control block composed of a PID controller. The signal framework of
inputs and outputs of a three-term controller is illustrated in Figure 3.

(a) Representation in time domain (b) Representation in frequency domain

Figure 3: Signal framework of a three-term controller

PID control in its natural parallel form consist of a proportional, in-
tegral and derivative block. The structure can be represented in time
domain (cf. Figure 3a) or frequency domain (cf. Figure 3b). GC(t)

(dashed blue block) represents the controller’s transfer function as
ratio of output to input value. The error signal e(t) describes the dif-
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ference between the desired reference value r(t) and the actual mea-
sured value ym(t). The output of the controller is described by the
control value uc(t). Following paragraph describes the single blocks
briefly.

Proportional control

Proportional (P) control provides an overall control action propor-
tional to the error signal e(t) using a gain factor KP [4]. e(t) is defined
by Equation 1.

e(t) = r(t) − ym(t) E(s) = R(s) − Ym(s) (1)

The control value uc(t) for the continuous P controller is given by
Equation 2.

uc(t) = KPe(t) Uc(s) = KPE(s) (2)

P controllers cannot correct differences between the input and the out-
put of a system for t→∞ (steady-state error). The offset can only be
reduced by increasing the proportional gain with 100%

KP
.

The equation for a digital time-discrete P controller is given by Equa-
tion 3, where k is the sample value.

uk = KPek (3)

Integral control

Integral (I) controllers sum up the error values e(t) over time with
an integral gain of KI. They reduce the steady-state error with low-
frequency compensation of an integrator [4]. These controllers can
correct any steady offset from a constant reference signal r(t). Unlike
proportional control, I controllers do not require excessively large con-
troller gains to correct the offset. The continuous time and frequency
domain representation is given by Equation 4.

uc(t) = KI

∫t
0

e(τ)dτ Uc(s) =

[
KI
1

s

]
E(s) (4)

The equation for a digital time-discrete I controller is given by Equa-
tion 5, where k is the sample value and Ta the sample time.

uk = KITa

k∑
i=0

ei (5)

For practical usage of I controllers, the integral value must be lim-
ited to prevent overflows and integral windup. Windup is a situation
where a large change in e(t) occurs. The integral term accumulates
the significant error during the rise of the step response, resulting in
excessive overshooting [4]. The simplest solution prevents the integral
term from accumulating above or below defined boundaries.
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Derivative control

Derivative (D) controllers evaluate the rate of change of e(t) with
a derivative gain of KD. They improve the transient response (e.g.
damping oscillation) through high-frequency compensation by a dif-
ferentiator [4]. The continuous time and frequency domain represen-
tation is given by Equation 6.

uc(t) = KD
de
dt

Uc(s) =
[
KDs

]
E(s) (6)

The equation for a digital time-discrete D controller is given by Equa-
tion 7.

uk =
KD

Ta
(ek − ek−1) (7)

Proportional-integrate control

PI controllers are a combinations of proportional and a integral terms.
The formula of a PI controller is given by Equation 8.

uc(t) = KPe(t) +KI

∫t
0

e(τ)dτ

Uc(s) =

[
KP +KI

1

s

]
E(s)

(8)

The equation for a digital time-discrete PI controller is given by Equa-
tion 9.

uk = KPek +KITa

k∑
i=0

ei (9)

Proportional-integrate-derivative control

The family of PID controllers is constructed from combinations of the
proportional, integral and derivative terms to meet specific perfor-
mance requirements. The formula of a standard three-term controller
in parallel form is given by Equation 10.

uc(t) = KPe(t) +KI

∫t
0

e(τ)dτ+KD
de
dt

Uc(s) =

[
KP +KI

1

s
+KDs

]
E(s)

(10)

This formula is also known as the decoupled PID form, because chang-
ing the derivative term is independent from the proportional or inte-
gral terms. Industrial representations of PID controllers often prefer
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the time-constant form which can be derived from the parallel form
[18]. The proportional gain has to be factored out.

uc(t) = KP

[
e(t) +

KI

KP

∫t
0

e(τ)dτ+
KD

KP

de
dt

]

Uc(s) = KP

[
1+

KI

KP

1

s
+
KI

KP
s

]
E(s)

(11)

The gain fractions are replaced by time constants (cf. Equation 12).

τi =
KP

KI
τd =

KD

KP
(12)

These values are inserted into equation Equation 11, resulting in the
formula of the time-constant form Equation 13.

uc(t) = KP

[
e(t) +

1

τi

∫t
0

e(τ)dτ+ τd
de
dt

]

Uc(s) = KP

[
1+

1

τis
+ τds

]
E(s)

(13)

τi is the integral time constant and τd derivative time constant. Chang-
ing the proportional gain affects all three terms of the controller. Re-
garding online tuning it is still useful to apply the decoupled PID

form, because terms can be excluded easily by just setting the respec-
tive gain value to zero. The equation for a digital time-discrete PID

controller is given by Equation 14.

uk = KPek +KITa

k∑
i=0

ei +
KD

Ta
(ek − ek−1) (14)

For PID controllers it is practical to replaced the D term with a DT1

term (first-order lag element) [18]. The gain values KP, KI and KD of
a PID controller influence the performance as illustrated in Table 2.

Parameter
Rise
Time

Over-
shoot

Settling
Time

Steady-
State Error

Stability

Increase
KP

Decrease Increase
Small
Increase

Decrease Degrade

Increase
KI

Small
Decrease

Increase Increase
Large
Decrease

Degrade

Increase
KD

Small
Decrease

Decrease Decrease
Minor
Change

Improve

Table 2: Independent KP, KI and KD tuning [4]

The table illustrates how increasing gain factors affect the characteris-
tics of a three-term controller. These defined as followed [18]:
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• Rise Time: Time for a signal to change from a specified low
value (10 %) to a specified high value (90 %).

• Overshoot: The maximum peak value of the response curve
measured from the desired response of the system.

• Settling Time: Time for the response curve to stay within a cer-
tain range of the final value (e.g. ± 5 %).

• Steady-State Error: Difference between input and output of a
system for t→∞.

• Stability: The closed loop is stable if all closed-loop poles have
negative real parts.

Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics the system’s step response. The
dashed yellow line illustrates the input signal (e.g. a step function).
The blue curve illustrates the output signal (step response). In order
to reduce the overshoot of the system, one could increase the value
of KD. To reduce the steady-state error, one could either increase KP

or, more effectively, increase KI. In this thesis such control systems
will be modeled using a convenient modeling environment. Follow-
ing Chapter 3 will describe the Acumen modeling language in more
detail.

Figure 4: Step response of three-term control [18]





3
M O D E L I N G I N A C U M E N

Acumen is a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) to model and simulate
hybrid systems. As a modeling language, Acumen is small but ex-
pressive [28, 29]. It is possible to interleave and compose statements
to model even large systems. This chapter describes the modeling
language in more detail.

3.1 syntax

In this section, the syntax of the Acumen language will be introduced.
It consists of following elements [29, 34]:

• Constant literals [true, 5, 1.3, "Hello"]
• Vectors and matrices [(1, 2), ((1, 2),(3, 4))]
• Expressions and operators [+, -, ...]
• Model definitions [model MyModel(x,y,z)= ...]
• Model instantiation and termination [create, terminate]
• Variable derivatives with respect to time [x’, x’’, ...]
• Variable declarations [initially ... always]
• Time and partial derivatives [(x^2)’, (x+y)’[x]]
• Continuous and discrete equations [=, + =]
• Conditional constraints [if, match]

Acumen contains implementations of ODE solvers for simulation, ac-
cessible from a Semantics menu. Solvers are necessary to convert the
differential equations to executable code.

3.2 equations and conditionals

The simplest example of an equation in Acumen is a clock. It can be
modeled easily, by the use of a single variable. Setting the derivative
(with respect to time) of the variable to a certain value, settles a fixed
time step. The syntactic expression of a simple differential equations
looks as follows:

x’ = 1

To model changes in the state of a system, discrete equations are
necessary. Discrete equations are expressed with a plus symbol after
the left expression of the equation. The following statement sets the
next value of x to x plus a constant of 10:

x+ = x + 10

15
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The Acumen language uses if statement combining continuous and
discrete equations within the same model. For example, an accelerat-
ing car can be modeled as followed:

if x’ <= 5 then

x’’ = 10

else

x’’ = 0

If the speed is below a certain limit, the car accelerates quickly with a
value of x’’ = 10. When it reaches the speed limit of x’ = 5, it stops
accelerating and continuously drives with steady speed.
Another application for discrete equations are hybrid automata. Hy-
brid automata are finite state machines with a finite set of continuous
variables. The values are described by a set of ODEs. Examples for hy-
brid automata are vehicle control systems or thermostats. In Acumen,
hybrid automata are expressed by the match statement:

match braking with

[ "on" -> if x’ > 50 then x’’ = -x’

else braking+ = "off"

| "off" -> if x’ < 40 then x’’ = 5

else braking+ = "on" ]

The system behavior of this example is determined by the braking

variable and the different cases are separated by a "|" symbol. If the
speed of the vehicle reaches a certain upper limit, the car decelerates
until a certain lower limit is reached.

3.3 model definitions

The examples shown so far are code fragments. Modeling in Acumen
requires the definition of objects, declared as model. A model defini-
tion consists of a name, optional parameters and two sections called
initially and always. Every variable used in the model needs to be
declared in the initially section, whereas the always section specifies
the behavior of a model.

model M1 () =

initially

x = 0, x’ = 0

always

x’ = 5

An executable Acumen model must have a master model called Main.
The simulation parameter of the Main model allows the user to modify
how the model should be simulated. Two parameters can be specified,
the simulation endTime (default 10 s) and the numerical integration
timeStep (default 1

26 ). Adjustments of these values should be done as
discrete assignments at the very beginning of the simulation time.
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model Main (simulator)=

initially

x = 0, x’ = 0

always

x’ = 5

It is often useful to decompose large models into sub-models for code
re-use. A sub-model is instanced using the create statement. In the
create call it is possible to parametrize the sub-model with initial
values. In following example, the Main model is the parent of the two
ball objects:

model ball (x0) =

initially

x = x0, x’ = 0, x’’ = 0

always

if x > 0 then

x’’ = -9.8

else

x’’ = -9.8 - 100 * x

model Main (simulator) =

initially

ball1 = create ball(10),

ball2 = create ball(20)

This model describes the behavior of a bouncing ball changing the
flying direction when hitting the floor. The model describes two in-
stances of the model ball, with different initial values. Acumen al-
lows the parent to access and modify variables of the child objects.
This can be done calling the object name followed by the variable
name separated with a point (e.g. ball1.x or ball2.x). It is possible
to outsource a sub-model into a separate file using the #include state-
ment in combination with the file name.

3.4 graphical user interface

Acumen’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) is illustrated in Figure 5. It
consists of an editor, a console, a file browser and allows three dif-
ferent views ("Plot", "Table" and "_3D"). The editor (1) offers syntax
highlighting (e.g. blue for model definitions or conditionals; green for
comments) and code completion. In the console (2), error and status
messages will be shown. The "Plot" view (3) allows it to display vari-
ables with respect to time, whereas the "Table" view (4) visualizes the
raw data with one column for each variable and one row per simu-
lation step. The "_3D" view (5) allows it to display three-dimensional
models.
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Figure 5: Graphical user interface of Acumen [11]

A sample for a construction in 3D can be seen in Figure 6. 3D visual-
izations can be realized using the _3D variable. A detailed description
about parameter setting is given in [32].

Figure 6: 3D visualization in Acumen
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T R A N S L AT I O N I N A C U M E N

This chapter describes the new formalism implemented in the Acu-
men environment. The implementation focused on the simplest pos-
sible translation allowing a comparison of simulation results and the
real system. The translation from modeled code to C-code will be il-
lustrated with examples. In order to generate source files out of exist-
ing models, it is important to understand how parsing, interpreting,
and solving are realized in Acumen. Figure 7 shows the key compo-
nents in Acumen and how they interleave [11].

Figure 7: Components and relations in Acumen

4.1 parser

Before the simulation begins, Acumen needs to parse the textual
model into a data structure. Data structures are typically realized
as Parse Tree (PT) or Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) that can be compiled
and interpreted [26]. In Acumen an AST is used to structure the data
with an abstract type Real. Algorithms expressed as Real type become
generic, whereas a concrete instance of Real produces an output of
the same type [11]. The parser either searches for symbols (e.g. "," or
"’") or a sequence of symbols (e.g. initially, always).
In this thesis, a new key-word translate is introduced. The data
stored in the AST is used by the translator to convert the modeling
expressions to C-code. A sample code is shown here:

model translate controller () =

initially

19
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...

always

...

4.2 interpreter and solver

Simulation is driven by a controller repeatedly calling the step func-
tion of the interpreter. Every time this happens, the controller passes
an abstract type "store" stating whether the simulation is done or
not. Acumen supports three types of interpreters. Optimized and ref-
erence interpreters use traditional semantics whereas the enclosure
interpreter uses enclosure semantics. The traditional interpreters sim-
ulate a model by taking continuous and discrete steps until the end
of the simulation is reached. Figure 8 visualizes the simulation loop
of Acumen’s traditional interpreters [11].

Figure 8: Simulation loop of traditional interpreter

In the first step the store is initialized with the values from the initially

section. These values are used to initialize the generated variables
of the C-function. In the next steps all discrete assignments are han-
dled until a fixpoint is reached. As soon as the simulation end time
is reached, the simulation stops. Alternatively, a continuous step is
taken and the loop restarts with a new discrete step and increments
the time.

Interpreters can use integrators to solve differential equations. Two
version are available in Acumen: Runge-Kutta and Taylor.
Runge-Kutta is the default solver for interpreters in Acumen. It is a
fourth-order integrator, which is computationally efficient.
The Taylor solver is a truncated Taylor series integrator. The Taylor
series can be chosen of any order allowing to solve highly non-linear
equations. Using the default integrator instead of the Taylor solver
for non-linear equations can lead to unstable solutions.
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4.3 translator

The developed method allows it to transform models of three-term
controllers to C-code directly. To force the simplest possible transla-
tion, the allowed syntax has been restricted (cf. Table 3).

Acumen Description Syntax in C Data type

target, r Reference value target int

heading, y Measured value heading int

output, u Control value output int*

error, e Integral error integral static int

ANTI_WINDUP -

error’, e’ Proportional error error int

error”, e” Derivative error derivative int

prev_error static int

ts Sample time ts float

fs Sample frequency fs int

Kp_num KP numerator Kp_num int

Ki_num KI numerator Ki_num int

Kd_num KD numerator Kd_num int

Kp_den KP denominator Kp_den int

Ki_den KI denominator Ki_den int

Kd_den KD denominator Kd_den int

corr_Kp_num Correction factor corr_Kp_num int

corr_Kp_den Correction factor corr_Kp_den int

Table 3: Restricting symbols for PID controllers

As described in Section 1.2, there is no general way of computing
derivatives at low level. The approach described in this thesis can gen-
erate derivatives comparing the error and the previous error value (cf.
Equation 7), but this very different to the actual Acumen simulation.
The variables of the first column allow it to fully characterizes a PID

controller (cf. Equation 14). The error e(k) is described with an apos-
trophe (error’) allowing it to calculate the integral error I(k) by sim-
ply integrating e(k) (error). The derivative error D(k) is calculated
using the time derivative error’’. All gain factors are separated into
numerator and denominator. This is due to the integer precision of
the microcontroller. In some cases, it is necessary to convert the phys-
ical expressions in Acumen (e.g. speed in cm

s ) to a hardware expres-
sion (e.g. speed in percentage) using correction factors (corr_Kp_num,
corr_Kp_den).
A controller model must be implemented as a separate sub-model de-
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fined with the translate parameter. Simulating the model creates two
files with the corresponding C-code. The header file "pid_control.h"
contains the function call of the controller and can be included into
the embedded environment. The source file "pid_control.c" contains
the control function with the corresponding parameters.
The correctness of the translation is essential to ensure the safety of
the application. Ensuring type safety is a possibility to prevent the oc-
currence of type errors, which are inconsistencies between data types
[7]. As demonstrated in Table 3 the data types for all generated vari-
ables are predefined as integers (due to the integer precision of most
microcontrollers) and floats.

4.4 examples

This section shows some simple examples for translations of basic P

and PI controllers.
The minimal model for a P controller is defined as followed:

model translate P_control (heading) =

initially

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

output = 0, target = 10

always

error’’ = 0, // error’ zero (t=0)

error’ += heading - target, // Error value

output = 2*error’ // P output

The par for par translation of the model creates following C-code:

//Generating source file ...

void P_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

int target = 10;

error = heading - target;

*output = 2*error;

}

//... finished generating source file.

Input values of the control function are the measured value y(k)
(heading), a reference to the control value u(k) (output) and the max-
imum output (output_max) defined by the application. At first, the
parameters "error" and "target" are declared with the corresponding
data types (cf. Table 3) and initial values (cf. Section 4.2). In this ex-
ample, the proportional gain value is expressed numerically instead
of being a separate variable. The first equation is the error value, cal-
culated as the difference between heading and target, as described in
the model. The second equation is the calculation of the output value
returned as reference.
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A controller can also be generated using variable names for the gain
parameters:

model translate P_control (heading) =

initially

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

output = 0, target = 10,

Kp_num = 2, Kp_den = 1

always

error’’ = 0, // error’ zero (t=0)

error’ += heading - target, // Error value

output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error’ // P output

The par for par translation of the model creates following C-code:

//Generating source file ...

void P_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

int target = 10;

int Kp_num = 2;

int Kp_den = 1;

error = heading - target;

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error;

}

//... finished generating source file.

The input values of the control function stay the same, compared to
the first example. Parameters "error" and "target" are declared first
followed by the gain proportional gain values. The second equation
shows the same structure as the model multiplying the gain factors
with the error value.

The minimal model for a PI controller is defined as followed:

model translate PI_control (heading) =

initially

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

output = 0, target = 10

always

error’’ = 0, // error’ zero (t=0)

error’ += heading - target, // Error value

output = 2*error’ + error // PI output

The model introduces a new integral error (error) with an integral
gain of 1. The generated code for the PI example looks the following:
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//Generating source file ...

#define ANTI_WINDUP(x,lim) if((x)>(lim)) { (x) = (lim); }

else if((x) < (-lim)) { (x) = (-lim); }

void PI_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

static int integral;

int target = 10;

error = heading - target;

integral += error;

ANTI_WINDUP(integral,output_max);

*output = 2*error + integral;

}

//... finished generating source file.

Additionally to the declaration of error and target, a new variable
called "integral" is introduced. It has the type static int, because the
control function tracks the change of the integral. After the equation
of the error value, the integral value is calculated as the sum of the
error values (cf. Equation 5). For these kind of controllers, a hard-
coded anti-windup function is necessary to prevent an overflow of
the integral (cf. Section 2.4). It is implemented as "define" expression
comparing the integral value with a defined maximum output deliv-
ered as input parameter (output_max). Similar to the model, the new
output value is just a sum of the proportional and integral term.
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C A S E S T U D Y - L I N E F O L L O W I N G R O B O T

In this chapter, the feasibility of the developed method described in
Chapter 4 will be examined with the help of a case study. The sim-
plified MBD method described in Section 2.1 will be used to model,
simulate, and implement the control algorithm of a self-driven line-
following robot. In this case study, simulation allows it to find the
optimal control parameters using a virtual environment. With this
approach, control problems can be solved before touching the actual
hardware. The optimized controller will then be translated to C-code
and tested using a physical-computing-platform. The evaluation of
the practical feasibility will be described in Chapter 6.

5.1 problem and requirements

The first step of MBD is to characterize the problem and define require-
ments (cf. Figure 2). In this case study, a control algorithm shall be
developed to drive the robot continuously along a given track with-
out external steering commands. The track (cf. Figure 19) consists
of different sections including curves and straight lines. The robot
should be able to follow the track at maximum speed, which will be
defined by the specification of the motor. To model the physical and
computational aspects of the system, it is necessary to define the used
hardware as well as the given track and the planned control strategy.
This will be described in the following sections.

5.2 hardware

At Halmstad University various line-following robots are used for
educational purpose. One of them is the Pololu 3pi robot1. It is a
high-performance mobile platform with two gear motors and five re-
flectance sensors connected to an ATmega328 microcontroller2. In or-
der to model the driving behavior of a line-following robot, the hard-
ware must be fully characterized. The hardware components include
reflectance sensors to find the track, actuators to drive the wheels and
a microcontroller to run the control algorithm.

1 Pololu 3pi Robot: https://www.pololu.com/product/975
2 ATmega328p: http://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/en/ATmega328P

25
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Reflectance sensors

A reflectance sensor carries an infrared Light-Emitting Diode (LED)
and a pair of photo transistors that allow analog measurement of
infrared reflectance. A capacitor is connected to the photo transistor
and its discharging time indicates the intensity of the reflection. If
the discharge time of the capacitor is low, the sensor is expected to
be moved on a highly reflecting area (white surface). The infrared
light will not be reflected, if the sensor is moved outside its detection
range or moved on a black surface. Manufacturer’s specifications set
the average range of the sensor between 2mm and 9mm, with an
optimal range of 3mm [1].

Gear motors

A motor is a machine which converts electrical energy to motion. The
motor used on the 3pi robot is a low-cost brushed Direct Current (DC)
motor with permanent magnets on the outside and electromagnetic
coils mounted on the motor shaft. Brushes switch the power from one
coil to the next as the shaft turns. The magnetic attraction between the
coils and the permanent magnets continuously pulls the motor in the
same direction. Gear motors are a combination of a motor and a re-
duction gear train packaged in one unit. The gear train reduces the
motor speed with corresponding increase in torque. A small gear ra-
tio can be accomplished by a single gear pair, whereas larger ratios
need more reduction steps and therefore more gears. The gear motors
used on the 3pi have a gear ratio of 30 : 1 which means that for every
30 motor turns the output shaft turns once.
The rotational direction of a DC motor can be changed by switching
the polarity of the power supply. Electrical switching can be estab-
lished with a H-bridge, which is a special arrangement of transistors
allowing the DC motor to spin in both directions. The spinning di-
rection depends on arrangement of the switches which change the
direction of the electric current.

Motor T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4

Coast down 0 0 0 0

Forward accelerate 1 0 0 1

Forward brake 0 1 0 1

Revers accelerate 0 1 1 0

Reverse brake 1 0 1 0

Table 4: Switching positions of H-bridge transistors

The H-bridges for both motors are built on a single motor driver chip
and its transistors are operated by setting the output ports of the mi-
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crocontroller [1]. All possible switching combinations are shown in
Table 4. When all switches are opened, the motor will start to "coast
down", which causes a stop without active braking. It is possible to
actively "brake" the motor during forward acceleration by switching
T2 and T4. The motor starts spinning when the transverse transis-
tors T1 and T4 (forward) or T2 and T3 (reverse) are switched. This
structure is called four-quadrant converter. Quadrant in this case is
a synonym for the areas of a coordinate system, where electric cur-
rent is assigned to the x-axis and voltage to the y-axis. The different
modes are illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Four-quadrant converter realized with a H-bridge

The output of the controller shall never exceed the maximum motor
speed limit defined by the motor specification in [1]. When the out-
put exceeds the positive or negative maximum, the control algorithm
must saturate the value. Speed control is achieved with a method
called Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). The motor driver switches
rapidly between "forward" and "brake" (cf. Table 4) causing the motor
to turn at reduced speed. If the "forward" state is active 50% of the
time (a 50% duty cycle), the motor will turn at approximately 50%
speed. The robot used in this application has a precision of 8-bit al-
lowing values ranging between 0 (motor off, 0% duty cycle) and 255
(max. speed, 100% duty cycle) [1].
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Housing

All hardware is mounted on the robot’s base plate, which has a di-
ameter of 125 mm. The robot has an independent wheel and motor
on each side allowing differential driving. Supporting wheels on the
front and back increase the stability of the construction. Differential
driving is accomplished by running both motors with different speed
values. If the right wheel turns faster than the left wheel, the robot has
a tendency to drive to the left and vice versa. Therefore, the control
algorithm must calculate the speed values for both motors individ-
ually. Figure 10 shows the top view of the robot’s base plate with
corresponding wheel positions and dimensions. The diameter of the
side wheels is 34 mm and the diameter for the supporting wheels is
15 mm. The distance between the wheels is 90 mm.

Figure 10: Robot’s wheel positions and dimensions

Microcontroller

The heart of the 3pi robot is an Arduino Nano3 with an Atmel AT-
mega 328P microcontroller running at 20MHz and featuring 32 KB of
flash program memory, 2 KB RAM, and 1 KB of persistent EEPROM
memory [5]. For programming either the Arduino IDE4 or Atmel Stu-
dio5 can be used in combination with an external programmer6. The
source code developed for the 3pi was programmed in C using Atmel
Studio. The external programmer allows it to program the microcon-
troller, but not to debug it remotely.

3 Arduino Nano: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardNano
4 Arduino IDE: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
5 Atmel Studio 7.0: http://www.atmel.com/microsite/atmel-studio/
6 Atmel-ICE programmer: http://www.atmel.com/tools/atatmel-ice.aspx

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardNano
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
http://www.atmel.com/microsite/atmel-studio/
http://www.atmel.com/tools/atatmel-ice.aspx
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Power management

The robot is powered by a mobile powerbank consisting of a 2200mAh
lithium ion battery. It supports a constant supply voltage of 5VDC and
a current up to 1A.

5.3 computation

A hand-written target program is used to test the generated controller
function on the microcontroller. This section briefly describes the ar-
chitecture of the source code implemented on the microcontroller
of the 3pi. Developing the computational model requires an under-
standing of the computational sequences. Figure 11 shows the main
control flow starting with an initial calibration phase calibrating the
reflectance sensors.

Figure 11: Main control flow (target program)

The reflectance sensors are mounted below the robot’s base plate, see
Figure 12.

Figure 12: Robot’s reflectance sensor positions

The orange blocks, labelled L1 (outer left sensor, top view) to R1

(outer right sensor, top view) denote the sensor housings positioned
in the front. A fixed timeout defines the maximum time allowed for
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the sensor’s capacitor to discharge. The single sensor values vary
from 0 (white ground) to 1000 (black ground), where 1000 indicates
that the sensor’s discharge time is equal or higher than the defined
timeout limit (weak reflection). Calibration is accomplished by turn-
ing the robot at its current position while continuously reading the
sensor values and storing the minimum and maximum. In a second
step, the value of the duty cycle τ will be set ranging between 0 and
127. The maximum speed τmax of the robot will be defined using
Equation 15.

τmax = 2 ∗ τ (15)

The line position is calculated when the line trigger is active. The
Interrupt Service Routine (ISR), showed in Figure 13 defines the cycle
time with 20ms. This means that the control function calculates a new
output value every 20ms.

Figure 13: ISR control flow (target program)

The updating function checks if the robot is in line-following mode.
Generally, the robot can be driven "controlled" and "uncontrolled"
with disabled line-following controller. Figure 15 shows the corre-
sponding control flow.

Figure 14: Line-updating control flow (target program)

After checking the mode, the actual control algorithm starts acting. To
find the desired reference value r(t), the robot’s position with respect
to the line must be calculated. Table 5 illustrates the estimated posi-
tion of the evaluated sensor data calculated as a single value ranging
from 0 to 4000. A value of 2000 (only sensor M active) indicates that
robot is centered directly on the line, whereas a value between 1001
and 1999 (both sensor L and M active) implies that the robot is turned
slightly to the right.
With the knowledge of r(t), the control algorithm can be developed.
The control flow is represented in Figure 15.
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Reflectance sensor array from left to right

L1 L M R R1

L1 0 1...999 1...1999 1...2999 1...3999

L 1...999 1000 1001...1999 1001...2999 1001...3999

M 1...1999 1001...1999 2000 2001...2999 2001...3999

R 1...2999 1001...2999 2001...2999 3000 3001...3999

R1 1...3999 1001...3999 2001...3999 3001...3999 4000

Table 5: Position estimation for r(t)

Figure 15: PID control flow (target program)

The control function calculates the values for proportional, derivative
and integral errors.

1. The proportional error ek is proportional to the robot’s position.
If the robot is centered on the line, the proportional value is
expected to be zero. The robot’s position can be assumed left to
the line if the error value is positive and right if negative. Using
the formula defined in Equation 3 and subtracting an actual
value ym,k of 2000 (sensor M centered directly on the line) will
set the proportional rate as followed:

Pk = KPek = KP (rk − 2000)

2. The integral error keeps track of the history of the robot’s mo-
tion. It sums up all values of the proportional term that have
been recorded since the start of the robot movement (cf. Equa-
tion 5).

Ik = KITa

k∑
i=0

ei = KITa

k∑
i=0

(rk − 2000)

3. The derivative error is the rate of change of the proportional
value. It is computed as the difference between the last two pro-
portional values (cf. Equation 7).

Dk =
KD

Ta
(ek − ek−1)

These terms can now be expressed by a single variable using the for-
mula defined in Equation 14:

uk = KP (rk − 2000) +KITa

k∑
i=0

(rk − 2000) +
KD

Ta
(ek − ek−1)
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Simple line following behavior is already possible using a propor-
tional controller and setting KI and KD to zero. Improved behavior
can be achieved adjusting all gain values properly. The next step, de-
scribed in Figure 15 is the saturation of the output value. All actuators
and sensors have a limit to their performance, limiting the actuator’s
output. After saturation, the sign of the output will be checked. A
negative sign indicates that the robot is turned to the right causing
motor M2 to turn faster than motor M1 (cf. Equation 16).

τleft = τmax + uk uk = {x ∈ Z | x < 0} (16a)

τright = τmax uk = {x ∈ Z | x < 0} (16b)

A positive sign indicates that the left wheel has to turn faster than the
right wheel (cf. Equation 17).

τleft = τmax uk = {x ∈ Z | x > 0} (17a)

τright = τmax − uk uk = {x ∈ Z | x > 0} (17b)

If the output is zero, both motors will turn at maximum speed (cf.
Equation 18).

τleft = τright = τmax uk = 0 (18)

5.4 modeling and simulation

In this section, the modeling and simulation of the case study will
be described. The components of the 3pi-bot described in Section 5.2
and the control function from Section 5.3 will be modeled and simu-
lated using Acumen. As described in Chapter 3, Acumen allows it to
unitize large models into sub-models allowing code re-use. It also en-
ables structuring a system similar to a real C-program and outsourc-
ing features into separate modules or files. An UML class diagram
helps visualizing the dependencies between the single files and mod-
ules. Figure 16 shows the UML class diagram of the interconnected
sub-models used in this case study.
The system is split into modules realized as separate Acumen files
containing at least one sub-model. There are modules for the robot’s
kinematic model, sensor processing, line detection, environment and
the robot’s PID controller. A filehandler links the modules and is re-
sponsible for instantiation. Using this structure allows manipulation
of all relevant modeling parameters in a single file, without having a
huge overhead of modeling expressions.
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Figure 16: UML class diagram describing module dependencies in Acumen

Each module consists of at least one Acumen class (model). The differ-
ent classes of a module are indicated with a "+" symbol, followed by
the class name and the input parameters. E.g. the environment mod-
ule consists of the three classes "track", "line", and "curve" with differ-
ent input parameters. The sensor module has only one class "sensor"
without any input parameters. In this section, the single classes will
be described briefly.

As described in Section 3.3, every Acumen model needs a master
model called Main. It defines the simulation parameters and calls
the instantiation of the closest connected child object, which is the
filehandler. Figure 17 shows the activities during the initially and
always phases.

Figure 17: Main model to set heading and target speed

The initially section instantiates the model filehandler with its input
parameters speed and heading, both set to zero. The object instance
handler allows the parent (main) to manipulate all parameters of the
child (filehandler). The speed parameter defines the maximum veloc-
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ity allowed for the wheels to turn. The heading is equivalent to the
desired reference value r(t) described in Section 5.3 ranging from 0

to 4000.
In the always section, the simulation parameters timeStep and end-
Time are defined as well as the maximum speed and heading of the
filehandler. The heading is set evaluating the status flags of the re-
flectance sensors. If only the centered sensor (M) is active, the robot
is supposed to drive directly on the line setting the heading to 2000.
The heading cannot be modeled as a continuous variable ranging be-
tween 0 to 4000, because one can only define values for certain sensor
combinations depending on the active detection flags. To make the
simulation as accurate as possible, it is important to consider every
reasonable sensor combination (cf. Table 6).

L1 L M R R1

L1 0 500

L 500 1000 1500

M 1500 2000 2500

R 2500 3000 3500

R1 3500 4000

Table 6: Evaluating status flags to estimate heading

The filehandler is the core module of the system responsible for instan-
tiation of the track, sensors, compare function, robot, and controller.
Figure 18 illustrates the objects and features used in this model.

Figure 18: File handler for instantiation of all sub-models

The initially section instantiates all sub-models with initial param-
eters. Modeling a lane is realized with the track model. The model
separates the track into sections distinguishing between lines and
semi-cycle curves. A section is defined with vectors for start and end
position (

#      »

Pn.1 and
#      »

Pn.2) and the curve angle Θn. The width W of
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the lane is defined initially. In Acumen, a matrix can be modeled as
a vector of vectors. A full matrix representation Mtr of the track is
illustrated in Equation 19.

Mtr =



W 0 0
#     »

P1.1
#     »

P1.2 Θ1
#     »

P2.1
#     »

P2.2 Θ2

... ... ...
#      »

Pn.1
#      »

Pn.2 Θn


n ∈ Z+ (19)

The position vectors describe the coordinate values for x and y, mea-
sured in cm (cf. Equation 20).

# »

P1 =

(
x1

y1

)
,

# »

P2 =

(
x2

y2

)
,

#  »

Pn =

(
xn

yn

)
(20)

In the always section, the maximum speed and heading of the con-
troller are set. The output of the controller is used to set the velocities
of the left and right wheel. Furthermore, the sensor and detection
positions are calculated in real time. A sensor flag is set as soon as
the detection flag is active. Modeling a lane in the form of an ellipse
requires at least four sections (cf. Figure 19).

Figure 19: 3D visualization of the track with four sections

Section one and three are straight lines with a length of 56 cm each.
Section two and four are arcs with a radius r of 40 cm and a Θ of π
(180◦). The length of the arc can be calculated using Equation 21.

l2 = l4 = Θr = π ∗ 40 cm = 125.7 cm (21)

The total length of the track can be calculated summarizing the length
of the single segments (cf. Equation 22).

lsum =

n∑
i=0

l(i) = 2 ∗ 56 cm+ 2 ∗ 125.7 cm = 363.3 cm (22)
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The track uses instances of the line and curve models to create the lane
(cf. Figure 20).

Figure 20: Model of the track fully described with Mtr

It includes a hybrid automata with two states. During the "Plot" state
the input matrix is being iterated to plot every section in 3D. When
finished, the automata switches to "Persist".
The line model has three input parameters (cf. Figure 21).

#           »

Pstart and
#        »

Pend are vectors storing the x and y coordinates of the segment. Re-
ducing the width makes it more difficult for the sensor to catch the
track. A width of 2 cm has been chosen for this case study.

Figure 21: Line section with positions and track width

The curve model has four input parameters (cf. Figure 22).
#           »

Pstart and
#        »

Pmid are again vectors storing x and y coordinates of the segment.
The radius of the curve is defined by the distance between

#           »

Pstart and
#        »

Pmid. This can be calculated using Equation 23.

Figure 22: Curve section with positions, curve angle and track width

r2 =

((
#        »

Pmid −
#           »

Pstart

)T (1
0

))2

−

((
#        »

Pmid −
#           »

Pstart

)T (0
1

))2

(23)

Setting the curve angle to π causes an arc in the form of a semicircle.
The curve model is another hybrid automata. During the "Initialize"
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state, the model divides the curve into 50 segments plotting it as
a series of lines with slightly increasing angle. When finished, the
model switches to "Persist". The sensor model is responsible for the
3D visualization of the sensor functionality (cf. Figure 23).

Figure 23: Model of a reflectance sensor

Every sensor model needs a corresponding detect model comparing
the current sensor position (x and y position) with the coordinates of
the track. The model (cf. Figure 24) is initialized with Mtr (cf. Equa-
tion 19).

Figure 24: Detection model for identifying a track

For every section a separate compare model is instanced using the
positions

# »

P1 (
#           »

Pstart) and
# »

P2 (
#        »

Pend for lines and
#        »

Pmid for curves) as
well as the track width W (cf. Figure 25).

Figure 25: Compare mode for identifying a section

The compare model introduces three new variables. l is the calculated
length of the segment (cf. Equation 24),

#   »

Pm the calculated center posi-
tion of the section (cf. Equation 25) and α the resulting angle between
the section and the x-axis (cf. Equation 26).

l =

√√√√(( # »

P2 −
# »

P1

)T (1
0

))2

−

((
# »

P2 −
# »

P1

)T (0
1

))2

(24)
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#   »

Pm =
1

2


(

# »

P1 +
# »

P2

)T (1
0

)
(

# »

P1 +
# »

P2

)T (0
1

)
 (25)

α = atan2


(

# »

P2 −
# »

P1

)T (0
1

)
(

# »

P2 −
# »

P1

)T (1
0

)
 (26)

The model uses another hybrid automata distinguishing the segments
as "line" and "curve" and evaluating the curve angle Θ. If Θ is zero,
the mode will be set to "line". With the variables of the compare func-
tion (l,

#   »

Pm and α) and the actual sensor position (set directly in the
filehandler) the position can be estimated. If the estimated position is
in the area spanned by l and W, the sensor is moving on the respec-
tive segment triggering the detection flag. This procedure is done for
each section in every simulation step. Depending on the active sensor
flags, the position of the robot referring to the line can be estimated
(cf. Table 6).
The Acumen pseudocode for the simulation of the robot kinematics
robot_3pi is shown in Figure 26. The model is initialized with speed
values set to zero.

Figure 26: Model of the two-wheeled differential robot

The dimensions for the robot’s wheels have already been described
in Section 5.2 modeled as:

• Radius plates: rplate = 7.5 cm

• Radius side wheels: rside = 1.7 cm

• Supporting wheels rsupport = 0.75 cm

• Distance between side wheels: L = 9 cm

The 3D visualization of the robot in Acumen looks the following, see
Figure 27. The sensor housing changes its color from pink to purple
as soon as the detection flag is active.
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Figure 27: 3D visualization of the robot moving on the track

The kinematic model of the two-wheeled differential robot is described
using the scheme in Figure 28. Wheels mounted on the sides are driv-
ing wheels, whereas the wheels in the front and back are supporting.
The linear velocities of the robot wheels are represented as vl and
vr and the angular velocities as ωl and ωr. The robot’s linear veloc-
ity v and angular velocity ω are defined by the center point P with
corresponding coordinates xP, yP and ΘP (rotation z-axis).

Figure 28: Kinematic scheme of a two-wheeled robot [20]

For a two-wheeled differential robot, the following constraint (cf. Equa-
tion 27) and kinematic model (cf. Equation 28) can be used [20].

ẋP sin(ΘP) − ẏP cos(ΘP) = 0 (27)
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 ẋPẏP
Θ̇P

 =

cos(ΘP) 0

sin(ΘP) 0

0 1


(
v

ω

)
(28)

To model the behavior in Acumen, the kinematic model must be rep-
resented as single variables. v can be calculated applying Equation 29.

v =
vr + vl
2

(29)

ẋP is the derivative of the position xP with respect to time. It can
be calculated applying trigonometric dependencies of ΘP and v (cf.
Equation 30).

ẋP = cos(ΘP)v = cos(ΘP)
vr + vl
2

(30)

ẏP is the derivative of the position yP with respect to time. It can be
calculated similar to ẋP using trigonometric dependencies (cf. Equa-
tion 31).

ẏP = sin(ΘP)v = sin(ΘP)
vr + vl
2

(31)

Θ̇P is the derivative of the rotation at the z-axis ΘP with respect to
time equal to the angular velocityω.ω can be calculated applying the
differential velocity (vr − vl) and the curve radius L (cf. Equation 32).

Θ̇P = ω =
vr − vl
L

(32)

As described in Chapter 3, Acumen can model derivatives with re-
spect to time using the variable name followed by an apostrophe (e.g.
x’). In Acumen, one does not need to consider manual derivation.
By defining x’, x will be calculated automatically. Thus, the full kine-
matic model in Acumen can be expressed applying the equations
above:

model robot_$3$pi (Vl,Vr) =

initially

X = 0, Y = 40, X’ = 0, Y’ = 0,

theta = 0, theta’ = 0,

r_support = 0.75,

r_side = 1.7,

L = 9,
_3D =()

always

theta’ = (Vr-Vl)/L,

X’ = (Vl+Vr)/2*cos(theta),

Y’ = (Vl+Vr)/2*sin(theta),

3D = (...)

Depending on the input parameters vr and vl the actual position of
the robot is calculated. In order to set the speed parameters a control
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algorithm needs to be modeled evaluating the robot’s position with
respect to the line and setting the corresponding speed values.

The model for the controller pid_control is represented in Figure 29. It
is initialized with zero speed and heading.

Figure 29: Model of a controller setting the wheel speed

The control algorithm, described in Section 5.3, can be modeled with
the input parameters rk (robot’s maximum speed) and ym,k (head-
ing). Only in the ideal case, if the robot drives along a straight line
(sensor M active) both differential speed values vl and vr are equal.
During curves, the inner wheel decelerates whereas the outer one con-
tinuously drives with full speed. Thus, the maximum speed defined
in the model needs to be slightly higher than the expected average
speed.
First results can be achieved with a P controller and a proportional
gain of KP = 1

10 . This value can be optimized applying following
assumptions:

1. The highest deviations for e(t) occur, if the robot’s outer sensors
reach the outer borders of the lane. In this case, only sensor L1
or R1 are active (cf. Table 6). The minimum and maximum errors
are calculated as followed:

emin = heading− target = 0− 2000 = −2000

emax = heading− target = 4000− 2000 = 2000

2. Calculating the proportional error with a proportional gain of
KP = 1

10 results in a corresponding speed difference u(t) of:

umin = eminKP = −2000 ∗ 0.1 = −200
cm

s

umax = emaxKP = 2000 ∗ 0.1 = 200 cm
s

3. With a maximum speed vmax of e.g. 20 cm
s , the requested speed

difference for the wheels would be much higher than vmax,
even for small error values. This causes the robot to stutter,
when driving curvy lanes, because one wheel would always be
stopped, whereas the other fully accelerated.
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4. Changing KP to vmax

2000 reduces the corresponding speed differ-
ence to:

umin = eminKP,new = −2000 ∗ 20

2000
= −20

cm

s

umax = emaxKP,new = 2000 ∗ 20

2000
= 20

cm

s

In this case a much smoother tracking behavior can be achieved. For
small error values, only one wheel would be slightly decelerated,
whereas the other continuous driving with maximum speed.
The Acumen model expects the allowed maximum speed as input.
This value is measured in cm

s , whereas the hardware motor speed is
calculated as duty cycle ratio (cf. Section 5.2). It is necessary to con-
vert the maximum speed measured in cm

s to a duty cycle ratio. As
described in Section 2.4, a discrete controller needs to consider the
sampling time of the microcontroller. The sampling time is defined
by the timer interrupt of the microcontroller and measured in ms. A
better way is to use the sampling frequency (fs = 1

ts ) instead, which
allows the use of integer data types. The output value of the controller
is calculated using Equation 14.
The computational behavior can be simulated applying a timer vari-
able t. The timer speed t’ defined in the always section sets the slope
of the counter to 1 cm

s . As soon as t exceeds the defined sampling
time of the microcontroller (in this case 20 ms), a new output value is
calculated. The step size of the simulation is 0.01, thus a new speed
value is calculated every second simulation step.
After the output value u(t) is calculated it gets saturated. Saturation
is needed for cases, as described above, where u(t) is much bigger
than vmax. Finally, the new wheel speeds vl and vr are calculated
using Equation 16, Equation 17 and Equation 18. The Acumen code
for the line-following PI controller looks the following:

model translate pid_control (speed, heading) =

initially

vR = 0, vL = 0, vR’ = 0, vL’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

t = 0, t’ = 0, output = 0,

target = 2000, fs = 50,

Kp_num = 20, Kp_den = 2000,

Ki_num = 0, Ki_den = 1,

corr_Kp_num = 255, corr_Kp_den = 20

always

t’ = 1, error’’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

if t >= 0.02 then

t = 0,

error’ += heading - target,

output = Kp_num/Kp_den * error’ + Ki_num/Ki_den * error/fs,

if output < 0 then

if output <= -speed then

vL’ += 0,
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vR’ += speed

else (

vL’ += speed + output,

vR’ += speed)

else (

if output >= speed then

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += 0

else (

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += speed - output))

noelse

The example illustrated in Figure 30 shows an overflow situation. The
red curve shows the behavior of a proportional controller with KP =
1
10 , setting u(t) to ± 50 cm

s compared to the desired ± 20 cm
s . In this

case, the values of vl and vr are limited with the maximum speed
vmax instead. The saturation of the speed value is not part of the
actual translation.

Figure 30: Comparing u(t) at different gain values

5.5 implementation

In this section, the PI model from Section 5.4 is translated to C-code.
Depending on which controller is active the translator generates a
control function using code snippets in a source file "pid_control.c".
The input values of the control function are the measured input value
(heading), the reference to the control value u(t) (speed difference)
and the robot’s maximum speed. The step by step translation has
been described in Section 4.4 already. Generating the above model
creates following C-code:
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//Generating source file ...

#define ANTI_WINDUP(x,lim) if((x)>(lim)) { (x) = (lim); }

else if((x) < (-lim)) { (x) = (-lim); }

void pid_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

static int integral;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 20;

int Kp_den = 2000;

int Ki_num = 0;

int Ki_den = 1;

int corr_Kp_num = 255;

int corr_Kp_den = 20;

error = heading - target;

integral += error;

ANTI_WINDUP(integral,output_max);

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den

+ Ki_num/Ki_den*integral/fs;

}

//... finished generating source file.
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E X P E R I M E N TA L R E S U LT S

The device used to program the microcontroller (cf. Section 5.2) does
not support remote debugging. This is a major issue for developing
proper control algorithms, because a new behavior can only be tested
removing the robot from the track and reprogramming the microcon-
troller.
However, the applied MBD method led to a virtual environment (cf.
Section 5.4) that can be used for rapid debugging and finding optimal
control parameters, before using the robot’s hardware. In this chapter,
different controller types are being compared, evaluating feasibility
and the average robot speed applied during the simulation. The sim-
ulated controllers are then generated to C-code and integrated into
the existing hardware environment. The results of the simulations
and the hardware tests are being compared in Section 6.4.

6.1 scenarios

In this section, two scenarios are described to evaluate Acumen’s abil-
ity of generating feasible controllers. The measurements are split into
simulation and hardware tests. Simulation uses the virtual environ-
ment of the case study to develop a proper controller for speed con-
trol. The modeled robot is tested on a virtual track, described in Fig-
ure 19. For the hardware tests, the 3pi robot (cf. Chapter 5) is tested
on the track illustrated in Figure 31. The dimensions of the track are
equal to the model in Acumen, with a total track of 365.6 cm (cf.
Equation 22).

Figure 31: Proving ground for hardware measurements

45
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Due to lacking debugging possibilities of the hardware, it is not possi-
ble to track variables (e(t), u(t), vleft(t), vright(t), sleft(t) and sright(t))
during the operation. This makes it difficult comparing the behavior
of the simulation with the hardware results.
However, the average speed v of the robot can be measured exter-
nally as well as the ability of following the line. This led to following
evaluation criteria:

1. Ability to follow a line for the whole measurement (feasibility)

2. Average robot speed measured in cm
s

Following scenarios have been performed:

Controller for slow speed

For this task, the robot drives with 25% of the maximum speed ap-
plied by the motors. This is equal to a target speed of 7 cm

s for the sim-
ulation and a duty cycle ratio 25% for the hardware measurements.
Driving at slow speed allows the controller more time to react when
driving curvy sections. The duty cycle value for the hardware mea-
surements has been calculated applying Equation 33.

τ25% = τmax ∗ 0.25 = 255 ∗ 0.25 = 63.75 (33)

Due to the limited precision of the microcontroller, a rounded value of
64 is used as a target speed [5]. The simulation time for this scenario
is defined with 55 s.

Controller for maximum speed

For this task, the robot drives with maximum speed simulated with
a target speed of 28 cm

s and a 100% duty cycle ratio of τmax = 255.
The optimal parameters change and have to be evaluated with new
tests. The simulation time for this scenario is 14 s.

6.2 simulation experiments

In this section, the simulation measurements are performed. The de-
veloped controller model in Chapter 5 is used to simulate both sce-
narios with different controller types. The average robot speed v (cf.
Equation 29) is calculated, measuring the covered wheel distance and
the simulation time. In Acumen, the wheel distances sl and sr can be
calculated using the time derivatives of the wheel speeds vl and vr.
The simulator time step is set to 0.01 (10 ms) (cf. Section 3.3) and the
sampling frequency of the control function is simulated with 50 Hz.
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Scenario 1: Simulation of P, improved P and PI controller

For the first measurement, two proportional controllers are compared
at low speed. Ptarget has a proportional gain of KP = 1

10 (random
value). Pimproved uses an improved gain of KP = vmax

2000 . Referring to
the full PI controller model in Section 5.4, the integral term (error) is
removed. The corresponding code for Pimproved looks the following:

model translate pid_control (speed, heading) =

initially

vR = 0, vL = 0, vR’ = 0, vL’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

t = 0, t’ = 0, output = 0,

target = 2000, fs = 50,

Kp_num = 7, Kp_den = 2000,

corr_Kp_num = 64, corr_Kp_den = 7

always

t’ = 1, error’’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

if t >= 0.02 then

t = 0,

error’ += heading - target,

output = Kp_num/Kp_den * error’,

if output < 0 then

if output <= -speed then

vL’ += 0,

vR’ += speed

else (

vL’ += speed + output,

vR’ += speed)

else (

if output >= speed then

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += 0

else (

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += speed - output))

noelse

The measurements are compared exporting the Acumen data table to
a ".csv"-file and analyze it with MATLAB [22].

Comparing the values of e(t) (cf. Figure 32) illustrates that at slow
speed condition, both controllers work very similar for the defined
simulation time of 55 s.
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Figure 32: e(t) of target and improved P (scenario 1)

Whereas both controllers adjust e(t) in the curve section (t = 4...23 s
and t = 33...52 s) with a maximum deviation of ± 500, Ptarget (upper
red curve) shows more distortions during straight line sections. The
resulting differential speed values for vl(t) and vr(t) are illustrated
in Figure 33. Whereas the speed of the left wheel (upper figure) is
constant for Pimproved, the described distortion affects the speed of
Ptarget (e.g. at t = 3 s the left wheel stops abrupt). The lower figure
shows the speed of the right wheel. During curvy sections, vr(t) of
Ptarget jumps to zero, whereas Pimproved can apply a higher average
speed.

Figure 33: v(t) of target and improved P (scenario 1)
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The covered distances sl(t) (upper figure) and sr(t) (lower figure) for
both controllers are represented in Figure 34. The gap between both
curves is marginal, indicated by the zoom on the x-axis (t1 = 54 s to
t2 = 55 s).

Figure 34: s(t) of target and improved P (scenario 1)

The average distance value s(t) for Ptarget and Pimproved are calcu-
lated as followed:

s(t)Ptarget
=
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
393.8 cm+ 337.5 cm

2
= 365.65 cm

s(t)Pimproved
=
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
395.6 cm+ 338.9 cm

2
= 367.25 cm

Measuring the distance values of both controllers indicates that Pimproved

can increase the range by 1.5 cm. The corresponding velocities for
Ptarget and Pimproved are:

v(t)Ptarget
=
s(t)Ptarget

t
=
365.65 cm
55 s

= 6.65
cm

s

v(t)Pimproved
=
s(t)Pimproved

t
=
367.25 cm
55 s

= 6.68
cm

s

The same measurements have been done using an optimized PI con-
troller with an integral gain KI =

1
1000 . It was not possible to achieve

better results than using the proportional controller Pimproved:

s(t)PI =
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
393.8 cm+ 337.7 cm

2
= 365.75 cm

v(t)PI =
s(t)PI
t

=
365.75 cm
55 s

= 6.65
cm

s
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Scenario 2: Simulation of P, improved P and PI controllers

The target controller Ptarget with KP = 1
10 is now simulated at in-

creased speed (cf. Section 6.1). The corresponding Acumen code for
Pimproved looks the following:

model translate pid_control (speed, heading) =

initially

vR = 0, vL = 0, vR’ = 0, vL’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

t = 0, t’ = 0, output = 0,

target = 2000, fs = 50,

Kp_num = 28, Kp_den = 2000,

corr_Kp_num = 255, corr_Kp_den = 28

always

t’ = 1, error’’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

if t >= 0.02 then

t = 0,

error’ += heading - target,

output = Kp_num/Kp_den * error’,

if output < 0 then

if output <= -speed then

vL’ += 0,

vR’ += speed

else (

vL’ += speed + output,

vR’ += speed)

else (

if output >= speed then

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += 0

else (

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += speed - output))

noelse

The resulting differential speed values of vl(t) and vr(t) are illus-
trated in Figure 35. The values are nearly constant for Pimproved

(blue), whereas the robot shows strong deviations for Ptarget (red).
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Figure 35: v(t) of target and improved P (scenario 2)

The distance values of both controllers differs from the measurements
at slow speed (cf. Figure 36).

Figure 36: s(t) of target and improved P (scenario 2)

The gap between both curves is about 120 cm for the left wheel (upper
figure) and 100 cm for the right wheel (lower figure).
The final distance values for Ptarget and Pimproved are:

s(t)Ptarget
=
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
268.2 cm+ 233 cm

2
= 250.6 cm

s(t)Pimproved
=
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
388.1 cm+ 331.8 cm

2
= 359.95 cm
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The corresponding velocities v(t) for Ptarget and Pimproved are:

v(t)Ptarget
=
s(t)Ptarget

t
=
250.6 cm
14 s

= 17.6
cm

s

v(t)Pimproved
=
s(t)Pimproved

t
=
359.95 cm
14 s

= 25.71
cm

s

The last measurement analyzes, if the behavior can be improved us-
ing a PI controller PI instead of Pimproved. An integral gain of KI =

1
1000 is used for the simulation. The corresponding Acumen code for
PIimproved looks the following:

model translate pid_control (speed, heading) =

initially

vR = 0, vL = 0, vR’ = 0, vL’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

error = 0, error’ = 0, error’’ = 0,

t = 0, t’ = 0, output = 0,

target = 2000, fs = 50,

Kp_num = 28, Kp_den = 2000,

Ki_num = 1, Ki_den = 1000,

corr_Kp_num = 255, corr_Kp_den = 28

always

t’ = 1, error’’ = 0, vR’’ = 0, vL’’ = 0,

if t >= 0.02 then

t = 0,

error’ += heading - target,

output = Kp_num/Kp_den * error’ + Ki_num/Ki_den * error/fs,

if output < 0 then

if output <= -speed then

vL’ += 0,

vR’ += speed

else (

vL’ += speed + output,

vR’ += speed)

else (

if output >= speed then

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += 0

else (

vL’ += speed,

vR’ += speed - output))

noelse

The average speed v(t) of PI is slightly increased compared to Pimproved:

s(t)PI =
sl(t) + sr(t)

2
=
389.8 cm+ 333.2 cm

2
= 361.5 cm

v(t)PI =
s(t)PI
t

=
361.5 cm
14 s

= 25.82
cm

s
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6.3 hardware tests

In this section, the simulated controllers from Section 6.2 are trans-
lated to C-code and tested on the hardware. Depending on which
controller is active, the translator generates a control function.
The robot drives on a proving ground (cf. Figure 31) with a defined
starting and end position (exactly one lap). The time for driving one
lap is measured and the average speed is calculated. To achieve accu-
rate results, the measurements of five turns are being averaged.

Scenario 1: Hardware testing of target P controller

Ptarget with a proportional gain of KP = 1
10 has been translated to C

using correction factors corr_Kp_num = 1 and corr_Kp_den = 1. In
the case of a P controller, the model is just par for par translation of
the Acumen model:

//Generating source file ...

void pid_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 1;

int Kp_den = 10;

int corr_Kp_num = 1;

int corr_Kp_den = 1;

error = heading - target;

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den;

}

//... finished generating source file.

Table 7 shows the measurements on the track with a duty cycle of
25 %.

Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 54.81 6.67

2 54.92 6.66

3 55.65 6.57

4 54.92 6.66

5 55.71 6.56

∅ 55.20 6.62

Table 7: Speed at 25% duty cycle with target P

The robot’s behavior is similar to Acumen simulation and the average
speed for Ptarget is 6.62 cm

s .
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Scenario 1: Hardware testing of improved P controller

Pimproved with a proportional gain of KP = 7
2000 has been translated

using correction factors corr_Kp_num = 64 and corr_Kp_den = 7.
The resulting gain KP is therefore 64

2000 ≈
1
31 .

The generated source code in C:

//Generating source file ...

void pid_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 7;

int Kp_den = 2000;

int corr_Kp_num = 64;

int corr_Kp_den = 7;

error = heading - target;

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den;

}

//... finished generating source file.

The measurements using the generated controller for Pimproved are
shown in Table 8.

Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 55.09 6.64

2 55.31 6.61

3 54.79 6.67

4 55.21 6.62

5 55.09 6.64

∅ 55.13 6.64

Table 8: Speed at 25% duty cycle with improved P

The robot’s behavior is similar to Acumen simulation and the average
speed for Pimproved is 6.64 cm

s .

Scenario 1: Hardware testing of PI controller

PIwith a proportional gain of KP = 7
2000 and an integral gain of KI =

1
1000 has been translated using correction factors corr_Kp_num = 64,
corr_Kp_den = 7 and a sample frequency fs = 50 Hz.
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The generated source code in C:

//Generating source file ...

#define ANTI_WINDUP(x,lim) if((x)>(lim)) { (x) = (lim); }

else if((x) < (-lim)) { (x) = (-lim); }

void pid_control(int heading, int* output, int output_max) {

int error;

static int integral;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 7;

int Kp_den = 2000;

int Ki_num = 1;

int Ki_den = 1000;

int corr_Kp_num = 64;

int corr_Kp_den = 7;

error = heading - target;

integral += error;

ANTI_WINDUP(integral,output_max);

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den

+ Ki_num/Ki_den*integral/fs;

}

//... finished generating source file.

The measurements for PI are shown in Table 9. The robot’s behavior
is again similar to Acumen simulation and the average speed for PI
is 6.62 cm

s .

Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 55.15 6.63

2 55.26 6.62

3 55.45 6.59

4 54.98 6.65

5 55.22 6.62

∅ 55.21 6.62

Table 9: Speed at 25% duty cycle with PI

As already seen in the simulation, the differences between the con-
trollers are marginal due to the slow speed of the robot. The average
speed v(t) of the robot increased from 6.62 cm

s (Ptarget) to 6.64 cm
s

(Pimproved). A real improvement is not measurable with with a duty
cycle of 25%.
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Scenario 2: Hardware testing of P controller

The translated code for Ptarget is the same as in scenario 1, with a
proportional gain of KP = 1

10 . The average speed of the robot driving
on the proving ground has been calculated, see Table 10.

Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 21.15 17.29

2 20.91 17.48

3 21.03 17.39

4 21.20 17.25

5 21.16 17.28

∅ 21.09 17.34

Table 10: Speed at 100% duty cycle with target P

With a maximum duty cycle of 100%, the robot is able to drive with
a maximum speed of 17.34 cm

s .

Scenario 2: Hardware testing of improved P controller

Pimproved with a proportional gain of KP = 28
2000 has been translated

using correction factors corr_Kp_num = 255 and corr_Kp_den = 26.
The resulting gain KP is therefore 255

2000 ≈
1
8 , which is similar to the

gain value of Ptarget. Generated source code in C:

//Generating source file ...

void pid_control(int heading, int* output) {

int error;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 28;

int Kp_den = 2000;

int corr_Kp_num = 255;

int corr_Kp_den = 28;

error = heading - target;

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den;

}

//... finished generating source file.

The measurements with the generated P controller are illustrated in
Table 11. Pimproved shows slightly improved driving behavior when
compared to Ptarget.
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Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 19.80 18.47

2 20.10 18.19

3 20.08 18.21

4 19.94 18.34

5 20.04 18.24

∅ 19.99 18.29

Table 11: Speed at 100% duty cycle with improved P

The robot is also able to drive the specified track with a faster average
speed v(t) of 18.29 cm

s (Pimproved) compared to 17.34 cm
s (Ptarget).

Scenario 2: Hardware testing of PI controller

PIwith a proportional gain of KP = 28
2000 and an integral gain of KI =

1
1000 has been translated using correction factors corr_Kp_num =

255, corr_Kp_den = 28 and a sample frequency fs = 50 Hz.
Generated source code in C:

//Generating source file ...

#define ANTI_WINDUP(x,lim) if((x)>(lim)) { (x) = (lim); }

else if((x) < (-lim)) { (x) = (-lim); }

void pid_control(int heading, int* output) {

int error;

static int integral;

int target = 2000;

int fs = 50;

int Kp_num = 28;

int Kp_den = 2000;

int Ki_num = 1;

int Ki_den = 1000;

int corr_Kp_num = 255;

int corr_Kp_den = 28;

error = heading - target;

integral += error;

ANTI_WINDUP(integral,100);

*output = Kp_num/Kp_den*error*corr_Kp_num/corr_Kp_den

+ Ki_num/Ki_den*integral/fs;

}

//... finished generating source file.
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The measurements for PI are shown in Table 12. The robot’s behavior
is again similar to Acumen simulation, with an average speed value
of 17.452 cm

s .

Lap Time [s] Speed [cms ]

1 20.27 17.59

2 20.66 17.32

3 20.47 17.47

4 20.48 17.58

5 20.43 17.31

∅ 20.46 17.45

Table 12: Speed at 100% duty cycle with PI

The tests with the hardware show, that the behavior using a PI con-
troller is even slightly worse than using the generated P controller,
with an average speed v(t) of 17.45 cm

s (PI controller) compared to
18.29 cm

s (P controller).

6.4 results

In this section, the results of the simulations and hardware measure-
ments are compared. The results of the two scenarios demonstrate to
what rate the simulated and implemented controllers confirm, com-
paring the measured speed values. It is an indication whether it is
feasible to create low level controllers in Acumen or not.
The final results for the first scenario with v(t) = 7 cm

s and τ = 25%
are illustrated in Table 13.

Evaluation criteria Ptarget Pimproved PI

Simulation
Feasibility Yes Yes Yes

v in cm
s 6.65 6.68 6.65

Hardware
Feasibility Yes Yes Yes

v in cm
s 6.62 6.64 6.62

Conformity in % 99.5 99.4 99.5

Table 13: Feasibility of controller generation (scenario 1)

At slow speed, simulation and hardware results match closely. The
robot shows similar behavior during simulation and hardware tests
and is able to follow the line as required. For this scenario, the choice
of the controller (Ptarget, Pimproved or PI) does not has a big influ-
ence on the control behavior, because the speed is too slow. Com-
paring the average speed values measured in the simulation and on
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the proving ground indicates that all three controllers confirm with a
ratio greater than 99%.
Table 14 shows the measurements for the second scenario with v(t) =
28 cm

s and τ = 100%.

Evaluation criteria Ptarget Pimproved PI

Simulation
Feasibility Yes Yes Yes

v in cm
s 17.6 25.71 25.82

Hardware
Feasibility Yes Yes Yes

v in cm
s 17.34 18.29 17.45

Conformity in % 98.5 71.1 67.6

Table 14: Feasibility of controller generation (scenario 2)

The results match comparing the measurements at fast speed. The
robot is able to follow the line steadily in both simulation and hard-
ware tests. During the simulation of Ptarget deviations occurred, re-
sulting in a lower average speed compared to Pimproved and PI. This
behavior was not observed during the hardware tests using the gener-
ated controller. The resulting proportional gains of all controllers are
very similar after applying the correction factors (KP = 1

10 for Ptarget
compared to optimized value of KP ≈ 1

8 for Pimproved and PI). There-
fore, the observed improvements in the simulation do not have a
huge impact on the implementation. Comparing the average speed
v(t) measured during the simulation and on the proving ground il-
lustrates that only Ptarget confirms with a ratio greater than 98%,
whereas the hardware performance of Pimproved and PI is limited
compared to the simulation. The speed measurements for Pimproved

and PI only match with ∼ 70% and ∼ 67%.
As shown above, the described MBD method can be used to create
feasible controllers in Acumen. Additionally, the low level transla-
tion to C-code worked properly. The measurements demonstrate that
a minimal translation suffices to connect the model and the actual
implementation, answering the research question in Section 1.1. It
is possible to generate source code for embedded platforms directly
using the controller model. As demonstrated above, the P and PI con-
trollers are feasible in both forms, as simulation code in Acumen and
translated C-code on the microcontroller.





7
C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The thesis introduced a new formalism in Acumen to support model-
based controller development. Acumen’s syntax has been extended
with a translate statement providing a practical bridge between the
modeled controller and what is used in the implementation. Further-
more, this thesis covered the case study of a line-following robot.
The final experiments suggest that the low level translation to C-code
worked properly. Comparing the average speed measured in the sim-
ulation and the implementation showed that most controllers con-
firmed with a ratio greater than 98%. Only for higher speeds, the
values differed with ∼ 67% to ∼ 70%. The behaviors of both modeled
and implemented controllers are similar supporting the thesis that
model-based controller development is feasible in Acumen.
The described study is preliminary and concentrated on showing the
feasibility of the MBD idea in the context of Acumen. It focused on
the simplest possible translation to make the comparison of simula-
tion results and implementation results possible.

The modeling syntax supported by the translation formalism was
restricted. This thesis work focused on the translation of PID con-
trollers in the form of linear ODEs, defined with specific variable
names. Model-implementation coupling is feasible for P and PI con-
trollers. As described in the thesis, there is no general way of com-
puting derivatives at low level. The developed approach supports the
generation of low level derivatives as comparison of the error and the
previous error value.
A further limitation are the correction factors. The robot speed in
Acumen had a different format than the speed applied by the micro-
controller. In future work it would be interesting to see if such terms
can be eliminated through the use of more accurate models of the
environment and the embedded controller.

Trying to translate continuous equations into discrete equations is
feasible in the case of PI, but in general is not easy. An even more
lightweight and practical approach would be to translate only mod-
els that are explicit discretized and quantized in the Acumen model.
Furthermore, a general methodology is needed to support the model-
ing of the environment so that model-based controller development
is feasible.

61



62 conclusion and future work

Future work needs to further develop the core idea presented in this
thesis. The focus of future research should be on how to make the
translation more general and without restricting the syntax any fur-
ther than needed. A more expressive language could be developed
with a higher focus on discrete controllers. Future work offers the
potential of developing an advanced formalism allowing to generate
more complex structures.
Moreover, the method should be compared with classical PID tun-
ing methods found in control theory. More case studies should be
developed to apply the formalism on additional applications (e.g.
modeling drones or more advanced car structures). The formalism
in Acumen can be further improved, allowing it to generate not only
controllers, but kinematic calculations and finite state machines.
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